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Fig. 15. In situ remains of a building were revealed to the
public in 2005; the interpretive panel suggests that it is the
Basilica of San Vicente, which was allegedly demolished to
make way for the mosque. But some scholars disagree.

Cordoba is a city of ghosts. Of course, it could be said that
Spain is a country of ghosts, but the effect is heightened in
the south, the site of so much of the nation’s pathos. Since
the late nineteenth century, these ghosts have haunted
modern attempts to save the city’s heritage and to attract
tourism. An historic zone was identified for protection as
early as 1912; the aim, in the words of the mayor, was
to perpetuate and sustain, to the extent possible, the
typical character of our population in the districts
which, through the classic structure of their streets
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Cultural heritage debates
are often as much about
the present as they are
about the past. The long
history of attempts to
alter, reform, and recreate
Cordoba’s MezquitaCatedral can help us
understand Spain’s
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and the aspect of the overall ensemble, evoke the
memory of extinguished races and the events of
distant eras, and excite the curiosity of those who
visit it.1
When the heritage project started, these “extinguished
races,” Muslims and Jews, had been absent from the
peninsula for hundreds of years. They were forcibly
converted and ultimately expelled in the early modern period
—part of the process of creating a unified and fully Catholic
state.2 These absent presences haunt the city and
surrounding landscape: unusual church layouts, indebted to
the plans of the mosques on which they are built; minarets
hidden within bell towers; buildings rumored to be
synagogues; street names that evoke the city’s Arab-Islamic
past, and others that recall the atrocities of the Inquisition.
But some of the ghosts are more recent: empty monasteries
seized by the Liberal state in the nineteenth century;
beheaded statues in churches attacked by anti-clerical
rioters during the Civil War; the unmarked graves of victims
of Franco’s reign of terror. The so-called “pact of forgetting,”
which accompanied Spain’s transition to democracy, in a
sense characterizes the whole of Andalusian history.3
History—or rather particular histories—have been
repeatedly buried, only to be partially excavated, then buried
again in a new cycle of forgetting.
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A remarkable building stands in the heart of Cordoba, as if in
defiance: the so-called Mezquita-Catedral, the “MosqueCathedral” (Fig. 1). One of the great monuments of world
architecture, it is the city’s claim to fame: the source of its
pride, wealth, and anxiety. Although the building has been a
cathedral for almost eight centuries, most locals still refer to
it as “la Mezquita (the mosque).” In recent years, the Church
has tried to change that. A dispute has been raging between
the Church and citizen activists over the control and
meaning of the building. The intensity of the dispute is
surprising to outsiders, especially given the pressing
problems of the region: in particular, a desperate economic
situation that has left a generation without work and an
insecure future, fueling yet another wave of Andalusian
migration to other parts of Spain and beyond. Only gradually
does one become aware that the conflict over the Mezquita is
as much about the present as it is about the past. Indeed, the
two are inextricably intertwined. The back-story of the
conflict is made up of interlocking threads—all of which can
be traced, directly or indirectly, to layers in the building
itself.
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Fig. 1. Aerial view of the Mosque-Cathedral of Cordoba, 2010.
Photograph courtesy of tonicastillo.com.

The Mezquita is the most magnificent of the Friday or
congregational mosques that were the center of religious and
civic life under Islamic rule, which lasted in various forms on
the peninsula for some seven centuries (eight–fifteenth
centuries). When Castilian forces conquered cities (eleventh–
fifteenth centuries), they consecrated mosques for Christian
worship. Eventually they demolished them and built
cathedrals—a process that mirrors the appropriation of
sacred Christian sites by Muslims in Spain and elsewhere.4
But Cordoba’s Mezquita survived. Over the centuries, it was
modified for Catholic worship, culminating in the insertion
of a massive choir and presbytery in the sixteenth century
(the structure is usually called a coro-crucero, or simply
crucero, “transept”). Christian interventions responded to
the structural, spatial, and symbolic qualities of the mosque.
As at other cathedrals, these interventions were motivated
by new liturgical needs and changing tastes.5 But this is not
just any cathedral. It is a cathedral housed in the former
Great Mosque of Cordoba—a building that symbolizes Islam
at the height of its power in Europe. Throughout the
centuries, the Mezquita has been a place of worship, a
beloved monument, and also a potent reminder of the
Islamic past. We can read cycles of patronage, demolition,
and restoration as an index of changing attitudes toward
that past and the specter of the Moor: a recurrent image of
self and other in Spanish history.6

A Building “Unique in the World”
The Great Mosque was constructed in several phases under
the Umayyad dynasty which, exiled from Syria, established a
powerful empire on the Iberian peninsula (eight–eleventh
centuries). The original mosque of Abd al-Rahman I (784–
785) was twice extended by moving the qibla wall to the
south, toward the river; with al-Mansur’s expansion to the
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east (circa 987), the mosque reached an unprecedented size
(Fig. 2).7 Each addition continued the original structure and
morphology: wooden beams (which run perpendicular to the
qibla wall) carry two tiers of arches of alternating red brick
and white stone voussoirs; the arches are in turn supported
by marble columns of various colors, reused from ancient
sites or newly fabricated.8 The result is a fantastic, maze-like
interior that presents the visitor with endless and constantly
shifting vistas (Fig. 3). In later centuries, Spanish
chroniclers never failed to describe the space as a “forest of
columns” (bosque de columnas), tacitly highlighting the
contrast with the more finite and hierarchical forms of
church architecture. The hypostyle plan is anchored in the
southwest quadrant by al-Hakam’s magnificent addition,
completed in 976. The three bays of the maqsura (royal
enclosure) correspond to three arched openings in the qibla
wall; the central and largest arch frames the mihrab, which
takes the form of a small room. The bays of the maqsura and
the entry bay at the head of the addition are covered with
skylit domes, and partially screened by intertwined arches.
This basilica-like configuration has precedents in both palace
and church architecture (Fig. 4).9

Fig. 2. Sketch plan of the Mezquita, existing conditions. A,
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Fig. 2. Sketch plan of the Mezquita, existing conditions. A,
mihrab and maqsura of al-Hakam’s addition; B, Chapel of
Villaviciosa (al-Hakam’s vestibule/old capilla mayor); C, Royal
Chapel; D, “Gothic” nave (completed circa 1496); E, The
crucero (begun circa 1523); F, Sagrario; G, Patio de los
Naranjos; H, Bell tower/remains of minaret. By the author,
after various sources.

Fig. 3. Interior view from the southwestern part of the
building looking northeast.

Fig. 4. Al-Hakam’s addition looking south toward the mihrab
and maqsura.

When Ferdinand III took Cordoba in 1236, the mosque was
consecrated as a church through well-established rituals of
purification, and dedicated to the Virgin Mary; several years
later, it was made a cathedral.10 For two and a half centuries,
Christian ceremonial and patronage would focus on alHakam’s addition, perhaps because the architecture,
decoration, and symbolism were reminiscent of a church. As
Muslims had conceived of the al-Hakam basilica as a
“mosque within a mosque,” so Christians seem to have seen
it as a “church within a church.”11 It has been assumed that
the direction of prayer was changed immediately to the east,
but the location of the dedication ceremony is unknown.
Some historians place the first cathedral choir in the nave in
front of the mihrab, with an altar dedicated to San Pedro.
Only after 1257, under the patronage of Alfonso X, was a
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capilla mayor built in al-Hakam’s vestibule, with the altar
facing east (Fig. 5).12 For over three centuries, the sacred
host would be stored in the mihrab, and the Santa Maria
parish would worship in the mihrab nave—praying toward
the south, as Muslims had.13

Fig. 5. Entry bay of al-Hakam’s addition (Chapel of
Villaviciosa/old capilla mayor) looking east.

The Mezquita’s unlikely survival—the subject of much
speculation by both specialists and non-specialists—is
usually attributed to its great beauty and prestige.14 In his
mid-fifteenth century description of Cordoba, an anonymous
monk extolled the building as
a temple worthy of all manner of praise, whose
spectacular beauty reanimates the spirit of whoever
contemplates it. It is the glory of Spain and
distinctive symbol of the honor of Cordoba,
illustrious seat of its Bishop; a monument that
honors the kings who exacted such injurious
revenge, a revenge that make us shed tears for its
ancient owners… Certainly, the artistic construction
of such a great edifice will move men to admiration,
when they contemplate the multitude and height of
its marble columns. The talent of the architects
determined an extreme structural clarity, so that
wherever one looks, his gaze marches on
majestically…
“What can we say of this famous temple?” continues the
monk. “The historians refer to the prodigious attributes of
only seven buildings in the world…. But who will appreciate
in the future these monuments as superior to others, when
contemplating such a temple in our city?”15 The Mezquita,
then, was lauded by both Christians and Muslims as one of
the wonders of the world. It was the great exemplar of the
Hispano-Islamic style—the “high style” of the day—and
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became a model for churches as well as mosques, on the
Iberian Peninsula and beyond.
For two and a half centuries, the Mezquita enjoyed royal
protection and patronage—notably the fourteenth century
Royal Chapel, a celebrated example of mudejar
architecture.16 This started to change with the resumption of
“Reconquista” in the late 15th century and the gradual
consolidation of a unified and Catholic Spain. With the fall of
Granada imminent, Cordoba’s bishop, Iñigo Manrique de
Lara (1485–1496), proposed a plan to transform the
Mezquita. The project, allegedly opposed by Queen Isabel,
may have ended in a compromise: a Gothic-style nave was
carved out in the area of al-Hakam’s addition, extending
westward from the altar (Fig. 6).17 In the following decades,
the flush of military victory and economic boom made it
possible to build grand new cathedrals; some of these were
on the sites of mosques that had been recently seized in
Andalusia.18 Seville’s massive cathedral, on the site of the old
Almohad Friday mosque, had been under construction for
over a century, and was nearing completion. It was against
this backdrop that Bishop Alonso Manrique de Lara (1516–
1523; first cousin of Iñigo) made a second proposal to
transform the Mezquita. When demolition started in late
spring of 1523, the Town Council launched a massive
protest, appealing all the way to Emperor Charles V. The
project eventually went forward, perhaps scaled down from
the original plan. When the emperor saw the demolition in
1526, he reportedly said:
Had I known what this was, I would not have
allowed it to reach the ancient part, because you
have done what could be done anywhere; and you
have undone that which is unique in the world.19
Charles’s apocryphal comment may derive from the Town
Council’s statement of 1523: the new project, they wrote,
would destroy a temple that was “unique in the world (unico
en el mundo).”20
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Fig. 6. The “Gothic” nave, completed circa 1496, looking
west.

The massive crucero, when it was completed a century later,
would transform the image of the building on the skyline
(Fig. 7). But within the building, the fabric of the mosque,
rather curiously, appeared to remain intact. A close
inspection reveals that the initial architect, Hernán Ruiz I,
wrapped the crucero in a new Moorish-style “ambulatory”:
he replicated some of the Islamic-era arches he had
demolished, reusing the same stones, columns, and
capitals.21 The substitution of new work for old is only
evident when one looks up at the ribbed vaults, or notices
discrete decorative details. In effect, Hernán Ruiz I disguised
the crucero on the inside, softening the new and alien
insertion (Figs. 8 and 9). This produced a curious dual image,
which has confused, disturbed, and fascinated visitors over
the centuries: the building is a cathedral, but it looks like a
mosque.
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Fig. 7. View of the Mezquita from the Guadalquivir River.

Fig. 8. The northwest corner of the crucero looking south
toward al-Hakam’s addition. Note the ribbed vaults and
Renaissance-style modillions on the arches, which
distinguish the new intervention from the surrounding
mosque fabric.

Fig. 9. View toward the northern piers of the crucero from the
northwest.

For centuries to come—indeed, to the present day—visitors
and chroniclers have repeated Charles’s apocryphal
comments, regretting that this unique building had been
victimized. But some, like a seventeenth century diplomat
from Morocco, reported that the mosque had remained
essentially unchanged.22 Indeed, visitors continued to extol
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the endless vistas of the mosque, which did not seem
compromised by the crucero. Today, defense of the crucero
implicates one in an ideological debate. But it is rarely noted
that Hernán Ruiz I’s sensitive insertion preserved both the
reading of the mosque and the memory of a conflict—at the
very moment when the Muslim presence and cultural legacy
were being erased from the peninsula.
The altar of the crucero was dedicated in 1607, shortly before
the descendants of Muslims, or “Moriscos,” were expelled.23
In the mid-1600s, the base of the tenth century minaret—
which had been converted into a bell tower—would be
wrapped in stone, and eventually lost to memory. In the
eighteenth century, an elaborate choir stall (sillería) was
installed; the red and white voussoirs of the arches were
whitewashed; and baroque-style vaults and lanterns
(lucernarios) were installed, infusing the space with light
and more thoroughly integrating the crucero (Figs. 10 and
11).24 The “christianization” of the mosque fabric seemed
complete. But in the nineteenth century, afrancescado
bishops and later, state architects, would begin to recover
the Islamic fabric. They revealed the mihrab; demolished the
baroque vaults; stripped whitewash from the arches; and
removed chapels, retablos, and tombs. The magnificent
portals of the east façade were restored and partially
reconstructed in the early twentieth century, reestablishing
the Islamic image of the building in the city (Fig. 12).25 These
restorations made it possible for contemporaries to envision
the building as a mosque—just as Romantic artists had,
replete with Muslims praying in front of the mihrab (Fig.
13). Much of the Islamic fabric we see today is the product of
these nineteenth and twentieth century restorations (Figs.
14 and 4).

Fig. 10. In the eighteenth century, vaults and skylights were
installed throughout the building; they remain in the area of
al-Mansur’s addition.
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Fig. 11. Detail of a skylight in al-Mansur’s addition.
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Fig. 12. One of the portals on the east façade, restored and
partially reconstructed by Ricardo Velázquez Bosco, working
with sculptor Mateo Inurria, after 1908.

Fig. 13. Interior view of the Mezquita by Francisco Javier
Parcerisa. From, Recuerdos y Bellezas de España: Córdoba
(Madrid: Jose Repullés, 1855).
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Fig. 14. The mihrab nave in the late nineteenth century, with
vaults still in place. From José Amador de los Rios and
Rodrigo Amador de los Rios y Villalta, Monumentos LatinoBizantinos de Córdoba, volume VII of Monumentos
Arquitectónicos de España, 1879, reproduced on a 1907
postcard. Collection of Michele Lamprakos.

The process of “re-islamicization,”26 which lasted for a
century and a half, had political undertones. For some
Liberals, the figure of the Moor was a hero, a rebel, an
enlightened ruler who presided over a flourishing, diverse
society before it was destroyed by a fanatic alliance of
Church and State.27 In effect, they celebrated the Islamic
past because it was not the Church. After the building was
declared a national monument (1882), the provincial
monuments commission, staffed by a Liberal and sometimes
anti-clerical cultural intelligentsia, worked with state
architects to recover the Islamic fabric. Their demolition of
layers of Christian history was sometimes supported, and
sometimes contested, by Church officials who needed state
funds to maintain and repair the massive structure.
Recovery of the Islamic fabric also intersected in surprising
ways with Spain’s imperial ambitions in North Africa, and
with regional identity politics. In the 1930s, inspired by the
restored Islamic image of the Mezquita and in response to
calls by Arab nationalists, some Republicans argued that
Muslims should again be allowed to pray in the building;
others wanted to turn it into a museum. It was even
proposed that the crucero be removed entirely and the
missing Islamic parts reconstructed. This traslado proposal
would be revived at an unlikely moment, at the end of the
Franco regime, as the dictator— champion of National
Catholicism—sought to solidify Spain’s ties with the Arab
world. Removal of the crucero was studied by international
experts, in preparation for nominating the building to the
new World Heritage list. The proposal was debated in the
pages of Arquitectura, Spain’s most prestigious architectural
journal, and in the local press. It was ultimately defeated at
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an ICOMOS conference in 1973, held at the Mezquita.
Invoking the 1964 Venice Charter, both Church and
ICOMOS representatives argued that the crucero was an
important architectural layer—and evidence of religious and
cultural coexistence (convivencia).28
After a century of re-islamicization of the Mezquita, we are
now witnessing what might be called a new wave of
“christianization.” Again, we can only understand this
phenomenon in an historical perspective. The end of the
Franco regime reopened a culture war between conservative
Catholic and anti-clerical forces, which had been forced
underground after the Civil War. With freedom of religion,
an increasingly conservative Church has seen its privileges
and social base eroded. Meanwhile, political devolution (from
1978) allowed regional governments to write their own
histories: in Andalusia, this has meant vindicating and
celebrating the Islamic past,29 often in opposition to the
Church. Meanwhile, real Muslims returned to the peninsula,
as immigrants, tourists, and converts. Converts to Islam—
not immigrants—were behind widely publicized efforts in
the mid 2000s to pray in the Mezquita. Spanish converts, in
particular, see the building as “their heritage”—a heritage
which, like Islam itself, had been forcibly wrenched from
their ancestors.
The Mezquita, then, has once again become a battleground,
with high symbolic stakes. In the mid 1990s, the Church
began a campaign to change the name of the building, first to
the hyphenated “Mezquita-Catedral,” and later to
“Catedral.”30 This coincided with al-Qa’ida’s highly
publicized threats to retake al-Andalus—claims that seemed
terrifyingly real after the Madrid train bombings (2004).31
Over the course of the decade, the Church began to rewrite
the building’s history through archeological exhibits,
brochures, and publications that emphasize the Christian
“origins” of the site, and discredit the Islamic legacy (Fig.
15).32 It has even been suggested that the mosque is a
derivative building—late Hellenistic or Byzantine—denying
the originality of Hispano-Islamic civilization.33 Meanwhile,
the crucero was carefully restored. In a sense reversing the
traslado project, the restoration has given the crucero a new
prominence: it now appears whiter and brighter thanks to
cleaning and window replacement (Fig. 16). The restoration
architects argue that this more accurately reflects the
original architects’ intentions: the luminous crucero was not
merely additive, they say, but rather transformed the nature
and meaning of the building.34 The surrounding mosque
fabric—now darker in contrast—has been increasingly
dedicated to exhibit space: stripped of spiritual meaning,
Islamic or Christian. Yet some altars and statues have been
reintroduced, at the very spots where they had been removed
—as recently as the 1980s (Figs. 17 and 18).
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Fig. 15. In situ remains of a building were revealed to the
public in 2005; the interpretive panel suggests that it is the
Basilica of San Vicente, which was allegedly demolished to
make way for the mosque. But some scholars disagree.

Fig. 16. The choir after restoration.
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Fig. 17. Exhibits in the area of al-Mansur’s addition.

Fig. 18. A new chapel along the qibla wall. The wall was
disencumbered of chapels only in the 1980s. Photograph by
Michele Lamprakos, 2014.

In 2009, an uproar ensued when it was revealed that
Cordoba’s bishop had registered the building in his name—
an act that cost 30 Euros.35 Citizen activists fought back,
challenging what they see as yet another attempt to erase
historical memory. In 2014, they launched an international
petition, asking UNESCO and the Andalusian government
to assert public control over the Mezquita, as a national
monument and a World Heritage site. UNESCO steered a
middle course: confirming that the building is a cathedral—a
living religious site—but upholding the name Mezquita,
since the building was listed as a World Heritage site in 1984
for its attributes as a mosque. Over the course of the last
year, the situation has shifted with the formation of a leftist
city government: the new mayor, Isabel Ambrosio, vowed to
return title to the public domain. The Church has now
agreed to keep the word mezquita in the building’s official
name, but maintains that it is the historic and rightful
owner.36 The question of joint oversight of the building and
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its interpretation—a key demand of citizen activists—has
yet to be resolved.

Architecture, Memory, and the Future
In recent decades, convivencia has become a kind of brand—
and also the sincere aspiration of those who see Cordoba as a
model for a multicultural Europe. Yet the Mezquita
complicates this myth too, as it has defied so many other
myths and projections. The Church’s campaign to change the
building’s name and discredit the Islamic legacy has been
embarrassing to some—out of keeping with Spain’s image as
a modern European state.37 Once again, unresolved
questions about the past erupt, the suppressed contents of a
cultural imaginary: a vicious circle of maurophobia and
maurophilia that has more to do with projections of self than
with real Muslims.38
Over the course of its life, the Mezquita has been a theater
where identities are performed and contested. But it has also
been a protagonist in the drama. The Great Mosque
projected the power of Umayyad rulers and, from the tenth
century, their claim to the caliphate across the
Mediterranean world. After the fall of Cordoba, the building
came to symbolize the loss of al-Andalus, which would be
lamented over the centuries by Muslims.39 For Christians, it
was an architectural wonder and a trophy. But by the late
fifteenth century, in an era of cathedral building and
renewed war against the Muslims, the Mezquita must have
been seen by some in the Church hierarchy as an
uncomfortable anomaly. Sited prominently on the banks of
the Guadalquivir River—once a front line in the
Reconquista, now the heart of a World Heritage site—the
Mezquita continues to provoke questions that official culture
has ignored or suppressed. Today, despite widespread
international attention, few have noted that the current
conflict is ultimately about architecture. The dual nature of
the building evokes that old, but still potent, debate about
the nature of Spanish identity and legacy of the Islamic past.
Was the Islamic era, as some argue, simply a parenthesis in
the history of Spain? Do modern-day Spaniards embody a
primordial, Christian-European essence that miraculously
survived, “uncorrupted” by Arab-Islamic culture? Or was the
Islamic era fundamental in shaping Spanish culture and
identity? In other words, are Muslims “other” or “us”?
The struggle over the Mezquita has polarized a community
and paralyzed historical inquiry. It is crucial to establish new
terms for the debate—a debate that is being followed around
the world, at a time of escalating radicalization and polemics
about the alleged “clash of civilizations.” Over the course of
its life as a cathedral, and later, as an historic monument,
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interventions reveal something about how contemporaries
saw the Islamic past—as elite, ancient, alien, threatening,
heroic, pacified, or exotic. As such, they tell us something
about how contemporaries saw themselves, relative to the
real or imagined other. The material layers of the Mezquita
have sometimes been used to further various ideological
agendas. But a careful and sober study of these layers,
however incomplete or reconstituted, will tell us more:
confounding ideology and complicating easy answers. The
layers tell a complex story with multiple actors, motivations,
and interests that have played out in this sublime space: a
story which, unlike written texts, cannot be fully suppressed
or erased.
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